
BACKGROUND
 Infection is a major complication in spine

deformity surgery
 Increases length of stay
 Requires implant removal
 Adds medical expenses

 Deep wound aspiration (DWA) is a reliable
diagnostic test
 Sensitivity and specificity is unknown
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RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

METHODS
Retrospective review
Patients who underwent spinal fusion and

subsequent DWA were included
Presentation was defined as:
Early (≤30 days from spinal fusion)
Late (>30 days)

Gram stain and culture data of the aspirate
were reviewed

Specificity and sensitivity were calculated
Positive case of infection was defined as

positive intraop tissue cultures or findings
consistent with infectionOBJECTIVES

 Evaluate the diagnostic value of DWA in
detecting deep surgical site infections
(DSSI)

 Hypothesis: the result of DWA is helpful in
guiding management in suspected DSSI

95 patients underwent DWA (Fig. 1 and Table 1)
Age at index surgery was 15 ± 4 years

Presentation was early in 60 (63%) and late 35
(37%)

 Infection was confirmed in 36 (38%).
Culture results were available for all patients
 It was a specific test in early and late cases
3 excluded due to contamination

No complications reported from DWA

DWA culture is a useful diagnostic test
Highly specific
Moderately sensitive in early and late presentations

DWA Gram stain is:
Specific in infection evaluation
Not sensitive

Spinal aspiration is cost effective, widely available, & safe with
no complications experienced

DWA TECHNIQUE

Sterilely prepare skin
Aspirate using a large needle (18GA, 3.5in

long)
Aspirate deep layer first
Feel the needle touch the metal

instrumentation
Aspirate the superficial layer next
Specimens from each layer should be

labeled accordingly
 If clinically indicated, start antibiotics after

aspiration
Monitor aspirate results and clinical signs to

guide surgical debridement decision
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Fig. 1 Patient Diagnoses

Adolescent Idiopathic
Scoliosis
Neuromuscular Scoliosis

Genetic or Syndromic
Scoliosis
Scheuermann's Kyphosis

Congenital Scoliosis

RESULTS

True 
Positive

False 
Positive

False 
Negative

True 
negative

Sensitivity 
[95% CI]

Specificity 
[95 % CI]

Early Presentation 

Gram Stain (n = 55) 2 0 15 38 12% [2 to 36%] 100% [91 to 100%]

Culture (n = 58) 11 1 8 38 58% [34 to 80%] 97% [87 to 100%]

Delayed Presentation

Gram Stain (n = 20) 1 0 11 8 8% [0 to 38%] 100% [63 to 100%]

Culture (n = 34) 9 0 8 17 53% [28 to 77%] 100% [80 to 100%]

Table 1. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Further research is needed to explore the full potential of this

test
 Identify an improved screening test
 Investigate DWA cell count analysis
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